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What is
ASD-B?



Automatic
It requires no pilot

intervention



Dependent
Relies on

the avionics
of the plane



Surveillance



Broadcast



In short its a way for
airplanes and ground based

support to beacon
important messages

AND...Since its broadcast, anyone
can eavesdrop on it



Two locations
on aircraft and on ground

Two directions
Out and In



Aircraft
OUT
Tailnumber/
Callsign
Location
Altitude
Velocity

IN 
Weather
Advisories
Traffic (From
ground and
other aircraft)

(Only out required)



Aircraft equpment
Out Only Out and In

(Bottom is for Drone)



Ground

OUT
Weather
Advisories
Traffic

IN 
Aircraft ID info
Aircraft Location
(converted to
traffic)



Ground Station 
Equipment





Why do 
I

care?



With just a little bit
of inexpensive

equipment, you have
access to what is

going on around you



What can I do with the data?

You can host a local map
but most often people

upload to a aggregation
website (will have a list at

the end).  





Sounds good, what do I need?

SDR Dongle capable
of 1090 mhz

Antenna capable of
1090 mhz

Computer (Linux or windows
will work)



SDR Dongles
Can be found unfiltered

(general purpose) or
filtered specifically for

1090 only

There are also filter and
Filter/Low noise amp

combos for 1090



Antennas

There are commercially
available antennas in
various price ranges

or you can very
cheaply build your

own



and a Computer!
A RaspberryPi 3b+ or better is all you

need and most aggregator websites
offer a premade image for the Pi that

requires minimal configuration

While most software for ADS-B
runs on Linux, Airspy is available

for Windows and a mini pc is
plenty 



Links
and

Resources
(PDF will be available on

https://blog.lakelandarc.org/ )

https://blog.lakelandarc.org/


Tracking/Aggregation Websites
Opensky Network - Least Polished, most open 

ADS-B Exchange - Does not filter database/map

FlightAware - More geared toward commercial

RadarBox - another commercial one 

PlaneFinder - commercial also

https://opensky-network.org/
https://www.adsbexchange.com/
https://www.flightaware.com/
https://www.radarbox.com/
https://planefinder.net/


Full Kits/Prebuilt
FlightAware Kit - Cheapest full kit, underpowered Pi 

ADS-B Exchange - Good value kit

RadarBox - Fully built, expensive 

https://flightaware.store/products/1090mhz-piaware-ads-b-kit
https://store.adsbexchange.com/collections/frontpage/products/adsbx-diy-1090-feeder-kit
https://www.amazon.com/AirNav-RadarBox-XRange2-Enhanced-Receiver/dp/B08DJB4BXM
https://www.amazon.com/AirNav-RadarBox-XRange2-Enhanced-Receiver/dp/B08DJB4BXM


SDR Dongles/Filters

ADSB Exchange Dongle

RTL SDR Blog Dongle

Nooelec Dongle

Nooelec Dongle

RadarBox Dongle

Nooelec Filter/LNA

https://www.amazon.com/RTL-SDR-Blog-RTL2832U-Software-Defined/dp/B0BMKZCKTF/?th=1


Antennas

Antenna Todd Uses

Rubberduck Style 

Build your own

Colinear Coax Antenna

Ground Plane Antenna

https://www.amazon.com/NooElec-ADS-B-Discovery-Antenna-Bundle/dp/B01J9DH9U2/


Builds

Windows Software

Full Build

Rooftop box

Airspy

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUo8eBu_Cno
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpPUY-tFEc0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=coqNi2lM3gw

